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Six search words from a random word generator, I know the words since start of session. 

Palm Wrist Deer Panda Leggings Table

Main emphasis high up. Like a beige table top out of wood. There is something soft, dark and lumpy 
on the table top side (from probing already because of lack of other initial elements). It feels like 
wooden shelves. Up, emphasis is up. 

Raised edges on the top element reaching upward. 

On the front is two bent yellow beige light brown elements. 

The amount of probing is now about the same as for previous sessions. My summary is that the 
emphasis is on the top where we have a beige light brown element that is like a container we could 
put something into it. My guess from the six search words is that this would be a deer with antlers, 
the two front elements be the folded front legs it is sitting on. This protocol is not nice for remote 
viewing, also because I do not probe to completion, but this is the experiment I am doing. 

7:09 PM End RV. 

At first I thought that this session gets an F, but with my experience of seeing what initial elements 
and some secondary elements end up being in "real" reports under "normal" protocol, the purple 
could be from the pattern of the pants, the folded legs could be the elbow. The initial wooden shelf 
could be logic due to the known search words. I give this session a B. 

This session does not grade based on report but based on initial impressions + some probing, that is 
different than grading a full session report. This is an experimental protocol and I have experience 
with knowing what the initial elements are. Grade is based on how likely is it that I was connected 
to this target, not based on how good is the report compared to some perfect ideal complete 
report, here with this protocol I am deliberately not remote viewing to completion. Grade B. 

Image source https://www.amazon.co.uk/Womens-YKA-Trousers-Festival-Ladies/dp/B07B4QHLTG
Image link https://images-na.ssl-images-amazon.com/images/I/615-Gp3u75L._UX385_.jpg

7:15 PM End session. 


